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Background:  
Statins have gained broad acceptance as first-line therapy for hyperlipidemia yet many patients either cannot tolerate statins, 
cannot tolerate statins at the intensity recommended for their cardiovascular disease (CVD) risk, or remain concerned about 
the potential harms of statins. For these patients, interest in non-statin therapy continues either as monotherapy or in 
combination with statins. The non-statin options for which randomized controlled trial (RCT) data on patient-oriented 
outcomes exists are bile acid sequestrants, niacin, fibrates, proprotein convertase subtilisin/kexin 9 (PCSK-9) inhibitors and 
ezetimibe. The PCSK-9 inhibitors will be evaluated separately in the near future. As a result of this review, the National 
Pharmacy & Therapeutics Committee (NPTC) removed both extended-release niacin and fibric acid derivatives from the 
National Core Formulary (NCF) due to lack of mortality benefit, plus either safety concerns or lack of high-quality evidence 
for benefit beyond narrow subgroups. Rosuvastatin was added as a high-intensity alternative to atorvastatin. Pravastatin and 
simvastatin continue on the NCF as low/moderate intensity alternatives.  
 
Discussion:  
Bile acid sequestrants available in the United States include cholestyramine, colestipol, and colesevelam. Cholestyramine 
decreases absolute risk of coronary heart disease (CHD) death and nonfatal myocardial infarction (MI) by 1.7% (p<0.05), 
but only in a narrowly-defined study population with a high rate of gastrointestinal (GI) side effects(1). They require 
inconvenient dosing, titration, and monitoring and should be avoided in patients with triglycerides >300(2). Colesevelam has 
an improved side effect profile and lowers A1c, however patient-oriented evidence for benefit in diabetes is lacking(3).  
 
Niacin has protean benefits for lipid profiles but patient-oriented outcomes are poor. Evidence for monotherapy comes from 
data from 1975, demonstrating a 3.3% decrease in absolute risk of nonfatal MI, without effect on mortality. The same data 
show increased arrhythmias, GI complications, gout and diabetes(4). Recent trials compare extended release niacin + 
simvastatin vs. simvastatin alone. The AIM-HIGH study was stopped early due to futility and a trend toward increased 
ischemic stroke(5). Niacin was also ineffective in the highly powered HPS2-THRIVE trial in which it also caused major GI, 
musculoskeletal, infectious disease, bleeding and dermatologic 
adverse reactions, plus increased new-onset diabetes(6). That similar 
adverse reactions may occur with niacin monotherapy is a concern. 
No niacin products are currently approved in Europe(7).  
 
Gemfibrozil and fenofibrate are the two fibrates available in the 
United States. As monotherapy, gemfibrozil reduced the composite 
endpoint of CHD death and non-fatal MI. The absolute risk reduction 
was 1.4% (p<0.02) in Finnish men and 4.4% (p=0.006) in male 
veterans with low HDL, without significant change in overall 
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mortality. Dyspepsia, moderate-severe GI symptoms and GI surgery were all significantly increased(8,9). Gemfibrozil should 
not be initiated in patients on statin therapy because of an increased risk for muscle symptoms and rhabdomyolysis(2).  
 
Fenofibrate has not been shown to improve primary endpoints either as monotherapy(10) or as a statin add-on(11). As 
monotherapy, it did reduce retinopathy and amputations but only as tertiary endpoints, with low event rates, and large numbers 
needed to treat(12,13). Furthermore, there was a trend toward increased mortality(10). Added on to simvastatin for diabetics, 
it again reduced retinopathy as a tertiary endpoint, but not vision loss(14). This was not enough to keep the Food and Drug 
Administration in 2016 from withdrawing its approval for co-administration with a statin(15).  
 
Pancreatitis prevention is used as an indication for fibrates in patients with very high triglycerides. It should be noted, 
however, that quality evidence for this indication is lacking(16). Furthermore, in the trials cited above, fibrates increased the 
incidence of pancreatitis (RR=1.39, p=0.053)(17).  
 
Ezetimibe has insufficient data to evaluate the efficacy and safety of monotherapy(2). Evidence for co-administration with a 
statin comes primarily from the IMPROVE-IT trial, in which adding ezetimibe reduced the absolute risk of nonfatal MI/stroke 
by 2% (p=0.016). Mortality was unchanged. Importantly, all study subjects had an acute coronary syndrome within 10 days 
of study entry(18). Stable CHD patients on statins were studied in the ARBITER 6-HALTS trial of ezetimibe vs. niacin. In 
this trial, ezetimibe increased major cardiovascular events (p=0.04). Since niacin has been shown to perform similarly to 
placebo, this study demonstrates harm from ezetimibe to patients with stable CHD. Of note, the ARBITER 6-HALTS study 
was stopped early, which can amplify results, and had only 363 patients, while IMPROVE-IT had 18,144(19).  
 
The 2013 ACA/AHA guidelines state for statin intolerant patents that “it is reasonable to use” non-statins. For those who 
tolerate a statin but at inadequate potency, non-statins “may be considered” if benefits outweigh the adverse effects. Both 
recommendations are based on expert opinion(2).  
 
The 2016 ESC/EAS (European) guidelines still advocate for LDL goals. They specify that ezetimibe or bile acid sequestrants 
“should be considered” for the statin intolerant patient. As a statin add-on for those unable to reach their LDL goal, ezetimibe 
“should be considered” while bile acid sequestrants “may be considered”. All recommendations are based on “C” level 
evidence (consensus or low quality studies)(7).  
 
Findings: (Statins and statin selection)  
Adverse reaction differences might be expected among statins due to unique pharmacology, yet no RCT evidence 
demonstrates that such differences exist. In RCTs, prevalence of muscle symptoms is always less than 1%, dramatically 
conflicting with clinical experience. On the whole, RCTs have failed to systematically define and ask about muscle symptoms, 
and several trials have excluded patients with adverse reactions(20). No RCTs have compared muscle adverse events in the 
same trial(21). No RCTs have reported significant cognitive effects from statins(22). Liver adverse reactions have been rare 
and unpredictable(23). Diabetes risk increases with intensity, but there are no differences among statins(24).  
 
The 2013 ACA/AHA guidelines categorize statin regimens into high, moderate, and low intensity based on their LDL-
lowering capacity. In general, high-intensity statins result in decreased CVD events (though not better mortality) than low-
intensity for those with established CVD. Equivalent intensity statins have not been compared in RCTs(26). Based on this 
evidence, all guidelines recommend either high-intensity statins or very low LDL goals (generally only achievable with high-
intensity statins) for patients at high atherosclerotic CVD risk(2,7,27).  
 
Discontinuation of statins due to adverse events is common, occurring in 10-20% of patients. However, 90% of those re-
challenged with a statin remain on a statin for at least a year(28). Even among patients intolerant to 2 statins, 73% can tolerate 
a different statin if re-challenged properly(29). These data highlight the importance of other statins as alternatives for those 
who do not tolerate their initial statin. Rosuvastatin is the only high-intensity statin alternative for high-risk CVD patients 
who do not tolerate atorvastatin(2). 
 
For questions about this document, please contact the NPTC at IHSNPTC1@ihs.gov. For more information about the NPTC, 
please visit the NPTC website. 
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